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Vedron Gold Inc.: Gold Royalty Acquisition And Property 

Option, Red Lake, Ontario 
 

TORONTO, ONTARIO--Vedron Gold Inc. is pleased to announce that it  

has agreed to acquire a 1.5% Net Smelter Royalty on the Pipestone  

property in Red Lake, Ontario. Vedron has also agreed to  

participate in Zenda Capital's option to earn a 75% interest on  

the Pipestone property by contributing $350,000 over 3 years out  

of a total of $1,000,000 that is to be spent to earn the interest  

in the property. Vedron has the right to put its 25% property  

interest, when earned, to Zenda in exchange for shares at fair  

value.  

 

The Pipestone property consists of 9 patented claims located in  

Todd Township 30 kms west of the two producing Red Lake mines.  

The property is located on the Red Lake Greenstone belt and has  

been serviced by a 700' shaft with underground development on 4  

levels. The property is reported to host several high grade  

shoots of gold mineralization.  

 

The purchase price of the 1.5% NSR is $25,000 payable to Jamie  

Frontier Resources Inc, and 200,000 shares of Vedron Gold Inc.  

Vedron holds the right of first refusal on the balance of the  

NSR, 1.5% retained by Jamie Frontier Resources.  

 

Vedron holds the 9 claim Fuller Deposit property located in  

Timmins, Ontario currently under option to Placer Dome. Should  

Placer exercise its option Vedron would hold a 2% NSR on the  

Fuller Deposit plus additional sliding scale production royalty  

payments for gold produced from the two claims that host the  

Fuller Deposit. Vedron also holds a 2% royalty on the 49 claim  

Buffalo Ankerite property located in Timmins. Vedron recently  

announced the purchase of a royalty on the Zenda property in Kern  

County, California.  

 

Vedron is currently seeking and reviewing additional royalty and  

property acquisitions.  
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

Vedron Gold Inc. 

Tom Meredith 

(416) 368-0099 
www.vedron.com 
The Canadian Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not 

accept responsibility for the adequacy of this release. 


